NOT TO SCALE

THIN-BED COLLAR IN LOW POSITION

SHOWER PAN CROSS SECTION

NOTES:
1. WHEN NOBLESEAL TS IS FLASHED BEHIND THE BACKER BOARD, MECHANICAL FASTENERS CAN ONLY BE USED IN THE TOP 1" OF THE FLASHED MEMBRANE.
2. NOBLESEAL TS SHOULD BE BONDED TO OR FLASHED OVER THE DAM AND FASTENED ON THE OUTSIDE OF THE DAM. THERE SHOULD BE NO PENETRATIONS ON THE INSIDE OR TOP OF THE DAM.
3. PREFORMED DAM CORNERS ARE RECOMMENDED
4. SUBSTRATE MUST COMPLY WITH INDUSTRY GUIDELINES

1/4" PER FT.
SLOPE

*POSITIVE WEEP PROTECTOR OR OTHER WEEP PROTECTION

TILE
MORTAR
MODIFIED THIN-SET
NOBLESEAL®
NOBLESEALANT 150
NOBLEFLEX® DRAIN FLASHING
MODIFIED THIN-SET
SLOPED MORTAR BED

SUBFLOOR MUST COMPLY WITH INDUSTRY GUIDELINES

FOLLOW TCNA RECOMMENDATIONS

NOTE:
* USE PEA GRAVEL WITH 3/4" NOBLEFLEX DRAIN FLASHING